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ABSTRACT
A new robust, optimal, adaptive technique for c:ompemating rate and position limits in the joints
of a ,_ix dcgtee-of-_eedom elbow manipulator is presented. In this new algorithm, the mtmet
demand as a result of actuator saturation is redistributed among the remaining unsaturated joints.
The seh_;rne, is used to tong)ensure for inadequate path planrti_g, problems such as joint 1/nailing,
joint freezing, or even obstacle; avoidance, where a desired l_sition and orientation are not
attainable due to an unrea/,,izable joint co_mmnd. Once a joint encoumers a limit, supplemented
commands axe sent to other joints to best track, according to a selected criterion, the de,,;ired
trajectory.
INTRODUCTION
A standard six degree-of-freedom elbow manipulator (figme I) has six independently controlled
joiaats. The position and oricntatlon of the end effector, each of which is described in three
dhnensi:_ns, _e fully d_tcmaincd by the angles of the johlts. As long a.s the appropriate joint
engles axe achievable, the desired position fred orientation cart ix; obtained. However, when the
specified joim trajectofie._ cannot be followed due to a command beyond the range of the
actuator, position:_ oxld orientations downstream from the limited joir" will all be affected, causing
in some cal_s _xtreme deviations from the expected values. The Vcindup Feedback sehe.me [1 ]
is alz ideal solution candidate for this problem. It was designed to coml_n,;ate for actuator
saturation in a multivafiable :_ystem by supplementing the commands to the remaJtting actuators
to pr_xhce the desinM effect on the output, ha this case the griptx;r position and orientation. For
each jobat which saturates, a degree of freedom is lost, but the remaining joints can be used to
track tho desired palh witlfua the physical limits of the manipulator.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND FOR ROBOT JOINT CALCULATIONS
An ovelvicwofthemati_,,matlcaldescriI_ionsu edforrobotjointcalculationswillbe presented
in this _etion. For a more thorough presentation, the reader is referred to [2],
In order to describe the pc_ition and orientation of a robot's end eff=ctor in spa_e, we will define
six Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinate frames, one at each joint. The mah2 reference frame is fixed
such that the ba_ of the rolmt is at the origin, _ shown in figttm 1. The five other reference
fr_ are each aitach_d to one of the other joints. Tnus the position and orientation of th¢ end
effeclor with respect to any joint is known. A uansfonnation from one reference fi'arn¢ to
anoflacr, consisting of rotations and translations, can be described by the 4×4 lxmxsfonnation
matt-lx
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where i refem to. the orig'mal coordinate frame and j refers to the U.'arLsfomaedcoordinate firame.
The orthonorma_ n-., o-, and a-vectom d_cribe the orientation as shown in figure I while she p-
vector provides the position imT:ormation. In a robot manipulator, a transformation manLx _/'j,.z
can b_ defined to describe the rotation and translation required to get from the jth to the j+.lst
joint ushtg the convention ttmt the motion of flae jth. link is along the z-axis of the _ joint if it
is mm._,lational, _md around the z-axis of the jth joint ff it .ksrotational. Multiplying the matrices
describing sexlucntial joint tmr_sfomaations will give a new transformation matrix from the fiJcst
joint in th_ series to tim last. Thus, in a six-jointed manipulator, °/"6 is the transformation firom
the base to the gripper in base coordJnams, i.e., °T_ _epresents the position and orientation of the
end eff¢ctor ha base coordinates.
Finally, in order to see what e£fcct a differential change ht rely joira (dq3 has on the gripl_r
position and ori,ntation, a 6x6 matrix lsmown a.s the Jacobian is defined, The Jacobian, J, can
Ix: us¢d. to compute diff_.rential changes in [msition (d;) and orientmion (6.,) based on diffet¢nl:ial
changes in joint translatiort_ mid =mgies as
D
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where tim vector dq eormspondato differential joint movements, either translational or rotational,
and D mpre_ent¢ their correspondingeffects st the gripper, The Jacoblan is the first derivative
of the equationsof motion with respectto each joint, A Eu'_t-orderapproximation of the Jacobian
is easily obtained fIom the transformation matrices from each joint to the gripper (°To_T6,...,_F_)
using the equations
d = n.((6×p)*_
d = o-((,_×p)*,:/)
Y
d - a-((6:_/,).a)
6 = n'6
6 -, o'6y
6= a'6
where d aad _ h_dit:ate translational and rotational movement of the joint, lespectively, They
are def'med a_;d = (0,0,1), 6 "-=(0,0,0) for prismatic joints and d = (0,0,0), _ = (0,0,1) for
rotational joints. U,,;ing tt_..se relationships, the. Jacobian can be computed as
In, ((b ×x') +a))0 ...
(o. ((6 ×p) * _O), ...
(a .((6 ,_p) *a')), ...
(, '6) o ..,
(o "6)0 ...
(a"6)0 ,..
(n .((6 _p) *d)),
(o .((6 _p) + ,0)_
(a. ((6 _ t,) * ,0),
(n-b) 5
(o ._)_
(a "_),
whep_ the subcfipts _om 0 _tough 5 use the v_due.s from the transformation matrices °F6thr(mgh
_T6.
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE WINDUP FEEDBACK SCHEME
'I_ Windup Fo-..dback scheme is an algorithm developed to take advantage of underutiliTed
actuators to compensate for santvatezt actuators such flaat the output of the system optimally Uacks
the output of a sin'filar system without actuator limits.
In a robot manipulator, saturation can occur when a conm_and to a joint is too large to be
_commodated, eitlmr in position or rate, such a._ a request to rotate a joint to 110 ° when it is
restricted to lie within the :t:90° range, or a request to move 110" in one second when the rate
limit is 90 _ l:_r second. In a situat/on where each joint _mgle is computed and commanded based
on a desired position and orientation, a joint which cannot uack its command will prevent the
gripper from .reaching its desired position. By using other joints to compensate for the saturated
one, the de.slred gripper position can be nearly matched and the robot mmfipulator might be able
to perform its task as if. no joint reached its limit. Figure 2 depicts a robot':c system with joint
commands altered by Windu.p Feedback g_s so that the position mad orientation of the end
effeetor track their ideal com_terparts even during lx,sition and rate limits. In figure 2, q is the
vector of ideal joint conmumds, and Aq is the vector of the difference between the desired joint
commands and ttm achievable commands. When at least one joint is at its limit, q" is the vector
of optimized supplemental commands to eomponsate the saturated joint conmaands. If. A q is
relatively small, it approximates dq from (I). Using the cleftuitions from the previous _ction,
we. can derive the Windup Feedback scheme as applied to manipulator systems.
The Windup Feedback scheme tries to minimize the difference between the desired and
acldevabl_ end effector position and orientation in an optimal sense. At every control haterval,
a command is given to each joint with the goal of moving the gripper along a desired trajectory.
If a dcsixv,d command is not achievable because it would force a joint to move beyond its limit,
the Windup Feedback scheme will try to utilize other, unsaturated joists to maneuver the effector
to the desmxi position _md orientation at the curront time step. Thus, the quadratic performance
index, PI, for this optimizatkm procedttre is defined a_
As shown kl figure 2, Aq in the vector of umnet demand, i.e. the difference between the desired
joint commands and the achievable connnands when a joint is at its limit. Thus, JAq
approximates the differemti.al change, in gripper position and orientation, D, from (1), required to
move to the desirexl h3cation based on the ideal comraands. The vector q" consists of the
optimized _-upplemental commands to compensate the saturated joint commands as shown in
figure 2. The diagonal weighting matrix Q allows more importance to be given to selected
variables, such as position over oriemation. The diagonal weighting matrix R pen',zlizes the use
of peaxicalar joints for compensation, and/" is a malxix _hich restricts the supplemental joint
commands t:o be cKstributed over the unsaturated joints. /" is created by taking the identity matrix
of dimension equal to the number of joints and deleting each column which corresponds to a
coJrmaand greater than t_'e joint's limit. This way, whenever a limit is encotmteced. I" is
compmed to be the dimension of the total nmnber of joints by the total number of un!.kriJtexl
joints. In the objective function (2) above, the formulation using two qua_2-atic terms,
corresponding to Q ;and R, provides a great advantage over the strict ]east squares formulation
(Q only), as will be shown.
The Windup Feedback gains are obtainedby minimizing (2) with respect to q' (see Appendix
A for the derivation), to produce the solution
q" " I'(I'rjrQjI" + I'rRI')-'I'rjrQ.lAq (3)
The elements of q" are the supplemental control commands which, when added to the commands
to the unlimited joints, bring the end effector closer to the desired position and orientation. The
unn'_ demand, A q, can be represented as
Aq ,, _ e,e, r Aq
i
where e: is a column vector of zeroes with a 1 in the Ah location. The breaking up of the vector
of umnc_ demand into its individual components allows each satmated joint to be compensated
individually. Thus, if a shagle joint encounters its litait, a _in$_-, c¢l_mm of the Windup Feedback
matrix can be computed using (3) with an /' matrix equal to the identity matrix with. t_te
appn_riate colmnn deleted. If, after the addition of the st_2-plemental q" terms, another joint
saturate,, d_e overd¢nmnd is again _, 3is"_imted a_no_.o the remaining umamraled actuators
through a second column of the Windup Feedback matrix determined using a new/* equal to the
previou._/" with a _'.cond column deleted. This process cml contknue as long as at least one joint
is not fully utilized. Thus, the ability to break up the Aq vector into its componems permits
individual eolumm of the feedback matrix to be computed as needed. Using this technique, the
computed columrm con'e.,,13ond only to the saturated joints and allow redistribution only to the
mxsaturated joints, while the gains are contiJmously, optimally updated. This promotes the
smooth flow of compensation between joint command_; because, immediately after a joint
saturates, the overdemand to it is small so_ as it grows, the supplemental commands fed t_ the
unsaturated joints arc smooth, continuous signals.
Aa sta:ed earlier, the inclusion of the weighting matrix R in the. objective function benefilz the
solut:ion greatly. Even though the addition of the R term means that the solution obtained will
not Ue _tricfly the best achievable match in a least squares _nse to the desired solution, it forces
the supp]elmmtal, commands to stay close to their nominal values and thereby lh_tit:_ severe jumps
and sign changes in the compmed gains, effeeti-_ely _cting as a smoothing filter for the time-
v_u-ying gMlx,; and resulting in a potentially much les:t erratic set of supplemental commands.
Perhaps more importandy from an implcrnentation standpoint, the inclusion of R guarante_ the
htvertibility of the matrix: in (3). Using only the weighting matrix Q (R--0.x/6), the invertibility
of the matrix ks not guaranteed a.s the manipulator moves through its workspace, even if' _ is
invenible. Whe._ joints are lined up along an axis, such as when the robot atra is _traight, the
Jacobian, 3, tnay become rank-deficient or at least have ma unreliable numerical inverse. Using
the .above forrmflation, with the inclusion of the matrix R, the. matrix to invert is in the Modifred
form [3], and in tkis _pecia] case it i_ non_ingalloa s_nc¢ R is invertible; it does not depend upon
the rank of $. See Appe_cfix B for a derivafi.on of this result.
EXAMPLF_S
A six-jointed elbow manipulator, such as that :;hown in figure 1, is used in two examples to
demonstrate the Windup Feedback Algorithm...The first iUu.strate:_ rate limit compenst_tion, the
second features position li_t compensation. All joints' position m_d _ate li.mit_ are displayed in
Table I.
Table L ELBOW MANIPULATOR MOTION LIMITS
JOINT POSITION RANGE RATE LIMIT
O_ -90" through 90" 90"/second
02 O" through 180" 90"/second
03 -90" thxough 90" 90"/second
04 -90" through 90" 90"/second
05 O"through 180" 90"/second
_ _ 06 -90" through 90" 90"/second
The path planning algorJtlan used here simply ?aterpolates from starting point to ending point by
incrementing each joint's command by an amount related _o the distance from the nearest
endpoint. This giv¢s a beLl-shaped velocity profile (stopped at the beginning, fastes: in the
mktdle, _opped at fl_e end). From figure 2 it is clear that the Windup Feedback algo; ;ttun is
al_,ljed to the joint cormnands only, not to the actual, measuared joint angles. The purpose of this
scheme i.s to provide admi,,;sible joint commands, i.e. commands which the joints can physically
follow which will result in the desked position and orientation. Therefore, the way the limit
checking is hK_ozporated i_;significant becmise that determines whether the joints will truly be
able to track ttl¢ conhmands. For these examples, the rate li_xit checking was implemented by
detemxining the ma_dmum angle the joint can rotate through ia one time step h "ed on the
maximum anglflar velocity listed in Table I, not taking acceleration into account, and aJJowing
a command change of not more than th0t amount. The use of a more sophisticated rate limit
checking corrlputation utilizing acceleration limits and current velocit_ would not change the
Windup Fee'Aback algorithm in any way. The weighting matrix Q should be chosen detznding
on th¢ task, but u,;u'ally tim ixmition is compensated at the expense of the orientation, .,;ince most
tasks will alJow a larger e_zor in approach than in position. The weighting matrix R should be
chosen such that it _ a diagonaa mata_ with all elements positive. Beyond that, the Windup
Feedback g_dn_;are relatively insensitive to large change.,; in R as long as it is of the form R=&x/e
with/¢>0..In ,,uses where all diagonal elements of R are not the same, the potential exists to
sig_y alter the result_ by heavily penalLzing the use of effective joints over ineffective ,ones
for compen_sation. Unwise.* dmices of R aside, its inclusion should have very tittle effect on tl_
compensated position and oriemation. The weighting matrices used in the following examples
are Q=diag(100,100,100,I,l,1) and R:=t0Y,/6. The total movement in each example takes one
second with the commands updated at a frequency of 50 Hz.
ha the fast example, the:objective is to move from the initial position and orientatkm to the final
position and odentafion which are specified as
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Table 1I contains the joint angles corresponding to those endpoints.
Table 1I. JOINT ANGLES FOR ENDPOINTS IN RATE LIMIT EXAMPLE
JOINT INITIAL ANGLE
0t 0"
02 40 °
FINAl, ANGLE
0"
0"
0_ 70" 10"
O4 30" 60"
05 90" 90"
Oe 0 ° e
In the fisst example, a rate limit Lsencountered by the thkd joint about one third of the way
through the rma. The. munet demand is redirected to other, unsattu'at'ed joints through the Windup
Feedback gains computed using (3) and an f matrix created by removing the third co).umn from
a 6x6 identity matrix. After several comro} interval.,;, the suppleaxte.'ntal commaud added to the
already rapidly changing command to the second joint causes it to rate limit also. Thus, a second
c,olunm cff the Windup Feedback n_ttrix is computed us 7-g (3) but a new/*: a 6x6 identity matrix
with Ixe,h tim _econd and third coimax_s re.moved. The second joint comes off its limit about two
thirds of the way through the run, as tim rate of change of the commands decreases, leaving only
the,third joint saturated. This joint also c(maes off its |imJt near the end of the rtaa, again aligning
the c_nsatcd and ideal mtjeetory commands. Figxtre 3 shows in three dimensions the paths
of the three, case_;: desired, limimd without compensation, and limited with Windup Feedback.
The projections show dtat the ewor is fimited to the x-z-plane. This view depicts the trajectories
through space without any reference to time. Thus a different example could have been
concocted where the. sattuatcd curve _s perfectly overlaid on the ideal curve. For this reason,
figure 4 displays the three curves with respect to time, clearly demonstrating how the saturated
case lags; Ix:hhad the other two as the rate-ihnited joim is unable to track the demand. Figure 5
depicts the supptemental command vector, q', useat to compensate the saturated command.
Figure 6 contains plots of the joint commands for the three eases. In the 0_ trace, the rate-limited
eomnmnd cannot track the. ideal command, resulting in the immediate divergence of the e_her,
compensated joint commands from the ideal case to maintain the end effector in its des:_red
trajectory. The other uncompenszted commands track the ideal commands exactly. 3,_e
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compensation 'is accomplished essentially with the second and forth joints, but when the second
joint command also hits its rate limit, the other joints tempor,cily play a more prominent role.
Figure 7 compares the error in gripper position of the saturated and compensated cases. The
compensated case is significantly better than the saturated case which is not surprising since d_e
supplemental commands ware optimized to maintain position. Figure 8 compares the error in
at_roach (the dix_Jon of the re.or a from figure i, corresponding to the direction in which the
gripper is pointing) for the two cases. Since orientation was not heavily weighted in this
example, the fact that the compen._,ated case ismuch better is not significant, lint it shows that
orienlation is not markedly sacrificed to maintain position.
In the. second example, the objective is to move from the initial position and orientation to the
final position arid orientation which ate specified as
.61 .50 .61 28.07] [ .30 .91 .30 17.321
,71 0 -.71 -4.24 .71 0 -.71 -4.24
7 35o71 ;' 7°1
Table; III contains the joint angles correq3onding to those endpoints.
Table IH. JOINT ANGLE2_ FOR ENDPOINTS IN PosmoN LIMIT EXAMPLE
JOINT
O,
Oz
O_
0 4
0_
0_
INITIAL ANGLE FINAL ANGLE
0" 0"
45" 45"
-.75" -110"
0 ° 0 °
45" 45"
O" O"
Since the f'mal desiJmd value for the "third joint is unrealizable, every succeeding joint, even if it
has a_iev_l its conm_angied angle, will not be at its desiJ_ed posidon and orientation, In this
ex_mple, the 1Oaixdjoint encounters its position Limit at nearly i_f way through its desired swing.
The unaehievable command is redistlibuted through flat-Windup Feedback gah_s to other ,joints.
Ia doing so, a large eru3ugh supple.ment is added to the fotu-'thjoint thin it rides i:s rate tin'fit for
se.vcr:d control intervals _vlaile the ideal c,,rnnmnd is changing at its fastest rate. This ca_,se,'; a
second coltunn of the Wixtdup Feedback matrix to be computed, redistiibuting this tmmet
cormu,md ,_mong the other four joints, Once the rata', of corm_aand change has dectea_sed enoug.h,
thefourthjointcomesoff itslimit whilecontinuingto accommodateth tun-net co_33and to the
third joint. Figure 9 shows the three-d;mensional path the end effcctor follows. The
compensated pe_ lies ne_y along the desired trajectory while the uncompemated path comes
to a dead stop after saturation and never gets near its final destination. Figure 10 shows the x-,
y-, and z-positions of the gripper versus time for the three paths. The compensated path tracks
the desired closely in both x and z while paying a small penalty in y as compared to the
uncong_nsated path which divc_cges from the other two ha both x and z after saturation. Figure
1! depicts the supple, mental commands used to compemate the saturated joint commands. Figure
12 displays ideal, compensated, and s_,m d cornman&s with respect to time. The
uncompensated curves exactly follow the idea_ _ommands, except for the saturated 05 curve,
which is the only one that shows on the t_ace. The compensated 0_ command's constant, steep
slope reveals that it is rate limited for a short time initially. Figure 13 compares the error in
gripper position of the compensated and saturated cases. A great improvement is achieved
through the use of Windup Feedback as the error is reduced to about 5% of that in the
uncompensated case. even though a position limit waq encountered. Figure 14 compares the error
in approach o:f the two ca,,_es. Here again, orientation, ha the compeasated case is not significantly
sacrificed to ma/ntain po:fition and is, in fact, better than in the uncompensatext case.
CONCLUSIONS
The Wmdlrp F_ack scheme _ a robust, optimal adaptive algorithm wtfich has been shown to
significantly improve the tracki_.g of the desired end effector trajex,'tory for a six-degree-of-
freedom elbow manipulator mxler unexpected rate and po._;ition constraints. The scheme is
especially suitable for appliealiom wKicll include some variability so that unusu,'d situations, such
_s joint saturations, are likely _o occur. The weighting matrix Q should be cho.,;en d_pending
upon the task, to appropriately emplmsize position or orientation. The inclusion of the weighting
matrix R gives a solution which is not the best fit, in a least squares sense, to the desired,
However, the resulting difference in position and orientation between the op_imal solution
obtained us/rig R ;rod the Iea_;t squares solution should be negl/gible and the compensation
variable.s sholfld vary more smootldy than when R i,,_not included. The Windup Feexlback gains
are simple to compute at_d adapt online in re_d time which makes this scheme practical.
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF WINDUP FEEDBACK GAINS
The objective fu_action is defined as
PI = l-{[J(Aq - l'I'rq')]rQiJ(Aq
2
I'l'r q')] ._ q'rl'l'rRI'l'r q" )
with vaxiables a.q show in figun'. 2. Jr"is created by faking the identity matrix of dimension eqnai
to the number of joints and deleting each column which corresponds to a command greater than
the joint's limit. This way, whetuwer a limit is encountered,/" is computed to be the dimension
of the total number of joints by the total number of tmlimited joints. Therefore, 1" has more rows
than cdumns and each column, ha_ exactly one 1 in it. It. is cle_ar that I'I "r is a dlagon,d matrix
of zeroes and ones and l°r/" is the identity matrix.
I
Example:
f:j,0 00i] 00,II'I'r = 11[0 0 ' 0 !0 0
PI is easily mhaimized as follows.
_P1 -(JAq JI'I'rq')rQJI'[ "r + q'rl'I'rRl'l'r 0
aq"
- -I'l'rjrQ(J_q - Jl'l'rq ") + l'l*rRf*l'rq " ,-- 0
Therefore,
I'I'rjrQd_q . (l'I'rdrQjI'l "r ÷ I'I'rRI'I'r)q "
l'rl'l'rjr_,jAq . (I'rl"l'r drQJI'l'r + l'rl'I'rRl'I'r)q"
l'rjrQj/_q = (l'rdrQJ I.l.r + I'rRI'I'r)q"
= (I "rd rQ.II " + 1 "rRI" )1 orq.
As long as I'rJ rQJl* 4 l'rRI" is full rank, it can be inverted, thus
(1 ,rj rgj I. ._ I "rR I')-_I orj rQ .IAq
wi'tich, using the identi_y property of/', leads to
[.r q •
q" __.l'(I'rjrQj I" + I'rRl')-_l'rjrQJAq
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF I/¢VERTIBILITY
By definition, a matrix A is said to be, positive semidef'mite (p.s.d.) if and only if, ,. : any
vector x. ha ate case where cxluality holds only when x is uniquely the zero vectol, ,_ .aid to
be positive definite (p.d.) [4]. The eigenvalues of a positive se_,idefhaite ,:i_,i:ix _:e all
nonrm, ga_ive. The eigenvalues of a positive defiaite matrix ale all positive. Com_;quently, p.d.
matrices axe, also p.s.d, bu_ they are always inven'i.ble since all of their eigenvalues are nor¢ero.
The hach_km of the diagonal weighting matrix R m the objective function (2) changes the, matrix
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to be inverted in (3) firom being positive sernidefinite to being positive de.finite and thus always
invertible. This is easily shown as follows.
The mz_Sx to be inverted is:
l'rjrQ, jl" ÷ I'rRI ° (4)
The weighting matrix Q is diago.nal positive semideftaite (it may have some diagonal temas equal
to zero) and R is diagonal positive definite. Note that a matrix A is p.s.d, if there exists a matrix
T such that A--TrT [5]. Clearly both terms of (4) meet this condition, therefore they are both
p.s.d- Additionally, the second term is p.d. because, independent of the nmnber of cohmms of
/', it is a diagonal matrix with all elements greater than zero since they are merely :_elected
diagonal dements of the original R mauix. Pa_'- and postmultiplying (4) by ,an arbitrary nonzero
vector x gives
xr(I'rjrQjI" + l'rRI')x ', xrl'rd_QYI'x + xrI'rl_l"x
which, by the definition of a p.s.d, matrb:, produces a scalar greater than or equal to zero for the
fu_t _nn plus a soalar greatex than zero for the second term. Thus, the sum is greater than zero
for any nonzero vector x. Therefore, the matrix is p.d. and consequently always invertlble.
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Figure 2. Robctl joint commands with Windup Feedback componsalion.
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